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NP in higgs boson couplings
Many pheno studies point that if the life is Standard Model we
could only probe non-resonant pp>hh events with HL-LHC
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Before to have sensitivity to SM there is BSM
If there is life Beyond Standard Model parameter space can start to
be probed with early Run 2 data (even with Run I data).
The Higgs potential is a very likely place to non-resonant
New Physics to appear, but which kind? At which scale?

EFT

Additional
scalars
Dim 6

Dim 8
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Basis?

Why non-resonant search isn’t like a resonance search?
!

General
theory
assumptions

General
exp. results

Theory
interpretation

Modifications of the higgs couplings wrt its SM values can
dramatically change signal topology
=> Interference patterns from theory parameters
=> Changes from trigger acceptances to
analysis variables
How to define a “signal” to look at data?
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This talk
How to define a “signal” to look at data?

-

Experimental-scheme parametrization:
- Couplings basis for derivation of experimental results
- Immediate presentation of results

!
-

Classification of benchmarks by kinematics
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Couplings basis for di-higgs experimental results
The 125 GeV boson (h) couplings written in terms of of physical states
!

If we neglect enhancement of h-bb coupling
the parameters that define production are five, it cannot be more
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Example: Reducing to dimension 6 operators realization
- We need to choose a basis (e.g. F. Goertz talk at last HH-x)

Trilinear higgs coupling is “free”
Physical h mass is defined by two parameters + NP scale

•

•

higgs couplings with top
quarks are related,

But not uniquely related! ==> Higgs doublet derivative operators
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Define a range for experimental study
Educated guesses

Single h constraints (Run I)

+ raw estimates of cross section sensibility from Run I
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Define a range for experimental study
Educated guesses

Single h constraints (Run I)
should be around 0.5 and 2.5

CMS-PAS-HIG-14-009
B.Dumont, S. Fichet, G.von Gersdoff’13

!

The degenerescence between cg and c2g can only arrive by dimension
8 operators, that are expected to be small effect.
=> We can expect c2g ~ O(E-1), O(E-2)

+ raw estimates of cross section sensibility from Run I
pp> hh from gamm gamm bb:
- ATLAS observed limit for SM benchmark = 2.2 pb
- CMS limit to a X > hh (mX = 300 GeV) ~ SM-like topology = 1.53 fb

Estimated sensitivity to
Klambda ~ 20 (when c2 = 0)
|c2| ~ 5 when lambda = SM and Kt= [0.5,2.5]
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Results presentation to individual channels
Cross section sensitivity in each point of parameter space need to
be compared to its corresponding cross section,
but which one?

Perturbative order?

?
?
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Results presentation to individual channels
We would like to simplify first interpretation assuming three
things:
1) Narrow higgs: Branching ratios and production mechanism are
decoupled effects.
SM values could be used as first approximation,
it is a factorizable number anyway.

e.g. pp > hh > 4b
BR(hh>4b) = 33%
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Results presentation to individual channels
We would like to assume:

2) Radiative corrections be insensitive to the nature of the interaction
regarding full cross section, as first approximation.
!
•

State of art k-factor for SM gghh cross section for interpretation.
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Results presentation to individual channels
Cross section written as 15 terms polynomial in the parameters:

Practically results normalized to the cross section where:
LO coefficients can be
derived analytically
e.g. @ 14 TeV - from Panico et all’15

Overall cross section normalization
is approximate by the SM NNLO
QCD value
HH-x recommendations to GF HH CX

Correct approach only if infinite top
approximation is good
Explicitly checked in case of lambda and
Kt by J.Marzzitelli and D. de Florian
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Results presentation to individual channels
The third and more delicate assumption:
3) Radiative corrections be insensitive to the nature of the interaction
in shape calculations, as first approximation.
!

Use LO MC as good description for kinematics.
!
•

We know it is true to SM benchmark up to 10% effect in high
mass tails. Results still being discussed.

!
•

The infinite top approximation for radiative corrections
• + One loop calculations to one real emission
Grigo et all
• + effective treatment of virtual corrections
Maltoni et all

20 oct HH-x meeting
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Results presentation to individual channels
To use LO MC as good description for kinematics could be maybe not
so good approach when non-renormalizable interactions.
!
•
•
•

SM-like issues of last slide,
Matching with shower regarding coefficients running
RG operator mixing mixing, etc …

!

Systematic uncertainty in shape predictions from the last two point was
estimated to be around 10% in single higgs production + jets, in
dimension 6 scenario
C. Englert and M. Spanowisky '14

!

There if no explicit estimations for hh case, and in fact it depend on the
full theory
!

==> Many interpretation work to be
done given a BSM signal is found
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Results presentation to individual channels!
not yet for combination!
A five parameter scan is not easy to visualise,
the most complete information is a 5D matrix with XS sensitivities.
!

However a visual realization of results is important for !
human brain comprehension and for fair experiments comparison.!
Use slices of parameter space. Which slices?
!

1) Group plots by correlated information (Kt/c2 and cg/c2g), to
fixed hypotheses of lambda and of the complementary plane.
!

2) Or, for sake of presentation, marginalize the results to Kt and
cg in the once checked marginal effects from their variation.
!
One step further in complication, even more in the corners of parameter
space the early LHC13 would to probe.
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Results presentation to individual channels
Cross sections up to hh in pb for LHC14 from slide 13 recipe
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2.2

Kt = 1, c2 = 0
less impact in
cross section but
still O(1) variation

Intermediate conclusions
For Run II:
•

•

Proposal for the couplings basis be the one used by the experiments.
• Reasonable choice to make it “official”.

Use as state-of-art simulations for anomalous hh LO simulations
• NLO (EFT improved) could be used to SM benchmark point
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A five parameter scan is not easy to handle/understand,!
even less using full detector simulation!

For parameter scan we can try to construct a smart parameter space
grid taking into account:
•
•

cross sections variations and
physics intuitions about kinematics giving the energy behavior
of matrix amplitude in terms of the EFT operators

see A.Azatov talk!
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Conceptually EXP put cross sections limits in full shapes
hypotheses
A complete set of kinematic information define the LO process.

CM energy (mhh)
+ angles (ME properties)

pt of a higgs candidate
pz of higgses
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Classification of benchmarks by kinematics
Work in collaboration with T. Dorigo, M.Tosi, M. del’osso and C. Gotardo

Samples distances in multi-dimensional kinematic space
pth

Example of energy test for distance definition:
pz1

pz2

Events of
sample j

Events of
sample i

We take R(D) = –ln(D)
which has good
properties for slowlyvarying distributions.
B. Aslam, G. Zech'02

With the distances between samples in kinematic space it is possible
to define a clustering procedure for join benchmarks with similar
Work in progress!
kinematics in parameter space.
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Classification of benchmarks by kinematics
Work in collaboration with T. Dorigo, M.Tosi, M. del’osso and C. Gotardo

Prove of concept using the two SM-like parameters:

MC used:
LO (Madgraph5 + fortran form factors)
E.Vryonidou et all
20k events/sample

Work in
progress,
stay tuned!

!

Squares means one tested sample
with central value parameters
The benchmark clustering strategy
is such that defined to stop at when
find nine clusters (benchmarks)
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Classification of benchmarks by kinematics
Work in collaboration with T. Dorigo, M.Tosi, M. del’osso and C. Gotardo

Sanity cross check with the physics:

+
+

Work in
progress,
stay tuned!

•

Near lambda = SM the Kt
interference effects are more
apparent.

!
•
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For extreme values of lambda the hh
production is isotropic, from a
threshold scalar boson decay.
• at some point there is saturation
• After a saturation in |lambda| the
kinematic sensitivity to Kt is small

Classification of benchmarks by kinematics
Work in collaboration with T. Dorigo, M.Tosi, M. del’osso and C. Gotardo

Results are dependent of energy test definition and clustering criteria
EXP side would be able qualify “nearness” within given analysis,
this could be done with ME reweighing for instance
Work in progress!

cluster 4

cluster 7

pth

pth
Mhh

Mhh
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Conclusion II

Signal treatment by kinematics is a good EXP and TH solution:
!

The big regions of parameter space can be treated as one “signal”
sample from analysis point of view:
• Optimization of object reconstruction
• Definition and optimization of analysis objects
• Strategies, …..

•

!
•

Results are clear within experimentally allowed kinematical
differences. Making more easy results post-interpretation recast
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Thanks for attention!
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Example: Reducing to dimension 6 operators wilson
coefficients
- Again using basis of F. Goertz talk at last HH-x
Exercise: in worst scenario all the coefficients of
dimension 6 operators are |c_i*(v/L)^2| < 4pi , i = H, t, 6

Condition not too much
more constraining in
!

The couplings basis
results would still be
useful
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Results presentation to individual channels
Cross sections up to hh in pb for LHC14 from slide 13 recipe — Zoom
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0.01

0.02

Benchmark clustering procedure
Work in collaboration with T. Dorigo, M.Tosi, M. del’osso and C. Gotardo
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